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Abstract

Traditional classifiers are deployed under closed-set set-

ting, with both training and test classes belong to the same

set. However, real-world applications probably face the in-

put of unknown categories, and the model will recognize

them as known ones. Under such circumstances, open-set

recognition is proposed to maintain classification perfor-

mance on known classes and reject unknowns. The closed-set

models make overconfident predictions over familiar known

class instances, so that calibration and thresholding across

categories become essential issues when extending to an

open-set environment. To this end, we proposed to learn

PlaceholdeRs for Open-SEt Recognition (PROSER), which

prepares for the unknown classes by allocating placehold-

ers for both data and classifier. In detail, learning data

placeholders tries to anticipate open-set class data, thus

transforms closed-set training into open-set training. Be-

sides, to learn the invariant information between target and

non-target classes, we reserve classifier placeholders as

the class-specific boundary between known and unknown.

The proposed PROSER efficiently generates novel class by

manifold mixup, and adaptively sets the value of reserved

open-set classifier during training. Experiments on various

datasets validate the effectiveness of our proposed method.

1. Introduction

Recent years have witnessed the rapid development of

supervised learning, aiming to obtain the knowledge of finite

known classes. During the testing process, the well-trained

model matches an incoming instance to the class with the

highest posterior probability. However, this closed-world as-

sumption comes to an end when the test set includes unseen

categories [16, 2, 42, 35]. Since it is impossible to cover all

classes in the world as training set [19, 33], the model would

treat all novel category instances as known ones. As a result,

the performance decays, which is unbearable in real-world
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Figure 1. The drawback of threshold-based open-set recognition.

It defines novel class space if confidence below a fixed threshold.

Bird and cat are known classes, while vehicle and tiger are open-

set classes in the left and right figures, respectively. Since the

distributions of the vehicle and tiger categories differ, it is hard

to rely on a single threshold to recognize unknown classes with

diverse characteristics. The same threshold which well separates

vehicles apart from known classes is not suitable for tigers.

applications. Open-set recognition [27, 3, 38, 26] is thus

proposed to conduct classification on known instances while

at the same time detect those from unknown classes.

Facing the unknown input of novel categories, an intu-

itive way to separate known and unknown instances is to

exert a threshold over the output probability [10]. It assumes

the model produces a higher probability for known classes

than unknowns. However, deep learning methods tend to

overfit the training instances and produce overconfident pre-

dictions [27, 8, 9]. As a result, the model would output a

high probability even for an unknown class instance, making

the threshold hard to tune. Besides, the class-compositions

are diverse, as shown in Figure 1. Since the semantic in-

formation of known classes differs in different tasks, it is

hard to acquire an optimal threshold that suits all open-set

tasks. Consequently, it is urgent to calibrate closed-set classi-

fiers. Other methods try to foresee the distributions of novel

classes and calibrate the output with open-set probability.

[6] proposed G-OpenMax, which utilizes GAN to generate

unknown samples for training novel classifier. [22] tried

to generate images lying between decision boundaries as

counterfactual instances. [26] combined self-supervision

and augment input with generated open-set samples, which

yields high disparity. These methods try to anticipate novel

class distributions with generative models, and transform the

closed-set training into open-set training.
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The aim to boost open-set recognition can be summarized

as a calibration problem [8, 34]. Firstly, to make the closed-

set model prepare for unknown classes, data placeholders

of the novel class should be augmented and transform open-

set into closed-set. Secondly, to better separate known and

unknown instances, overconfident predictions should be cali-

brated by reserving classifier placeholders for novel classes.

Motivated by the problems above, we proposed to learn

PlaceholdeRs for Open-SEt Recognition (PROSER), aiming

to calibrate open-set classifiers from two aspects. In detail,

we augment the closed-set classifier with an extra classifier

placeholder, which stands for the class-specific threshold

between known and unknown. We reserve the placeholder

for open-set classes to acquire the invariant information be-

tween target and non-target classes. Besides, to efficiently

anticipate the distribution of novel classes, we consider gen-

erating data placeholders, which mimic open-set categories

with a limited complexity cost. Consequently, we can trans-

form closed-set classifiers into open-set ones, and adaptively

predicts the class-specific threshold during testing. Experi-

ments on various datasets validate the effectiveness of our

proposed method on unknown detection and open-set recog-

nition problems. Additionally, the visualization on decision

boundaries indicates PROSER learns adaptive threshold for

different class combinations.

In the following sections, we start with a brief review

of related work, and then give the proposed PROSER and

experiment results. After that, we conclude the paper.

2. Related Work

Open-set Recognition. There are two lines of work for

open-set recognition, i.e., discriminative models and gen-

erative models [7]. Discriminative models can be further

divided into traditional machine learning-based methods and

deep learning-based methods. There has been much progress

in traditional methods. Based on SVM, [27] proposed 1-vs-

Set machine, aiming to create a slab in the feature space.

[2] extended the nearest class mean classifier [20], which

calculates the distance between unknown and known class

centers. [40] considered open-set recognition as a sparse

representation learning problem, and tried to match the re-

construction error distributions with extreme value theory

(EVT) [12]. In recent years, deep learning-based methods

have attracted more attention due to the powerful representa-

tion ability. [3] first proposed to replace the softmax layer

in the network with OpenMax, which calibrates the output

probability with Weibull distribution. A similar work [28]

replaced the softmax layer with one-vs-rest units. [36] uti-

lized the latent representation for reconstruction, enabling

robust unknown detection with known-class classification.

These methods require a threshold to separate known and

unknown, which face the challenge of threshold tuning.

Other works adopt generative models to anticipate the

distribution of novel classes. G-OpenMax [6] followed the

guideline of OpenMax, which adopted a conditional gen-

erative network to synthesize unknown instances for net-

work training. [22] proposed counterfactual images for

open-set recognition (OSRCI). OSRCI generates instances

lying in the decision boundary, and augments the original

dataset with these generated instances. Class conditional

auto-encoder (C2AE) [24] was proposed to tackle open-set

recognition as a two-step problem, i.e., closed-set training

and open-set training. C2AE used class conditioned auto-

encoders with novel training and testing methodology. Re-

cently, [26] utilized self-supervision and augmented the input

image to learn richer features to improve separation between

classes. These methods work with extra generative models,

and transform the closed-set classifier into open-set classifier

with the generated novel instances.

Out-Of-Distribution Detection. The problem of out-of-

distribution detection [10, 17, 1], anomaly detection [4, 18,

25] and novelty detection [11, 32, 41, 21, 43] are related

topics to open-set recognition. They can be viewed as the un-

seen class detector in the open-set recognition problem. The

essential difference between them and open-set recognition

lies in that they are a binary classification problem. Since

out-of-distribution detection methods are not designed for

classifying known classes, they are not proper for open-set

recognition.

3. From Closed-set to Open-set Recognition

In this section, we introduce the definition of closed-set

classification and open-set recognition. Besides, we show

how to train a closed-set classifier, and the limitations when

extending it into open-set recognition.

3.1. ClosedSet Classification

Traditional closed-set classifiers are trained with Dtr =
{(xi, yi)}

L

i=1 and tested with Dte = {(xi, yi)}
M

i=1, where

xi ∈ R
D is a training instance, and yi ∈ Y = {1, 2, . . . ,K}

is the associated class label. In the closed-set assumption,

Dtr and Dte are drawn from the same distribution D. An al-

gorithm should fit a model f(x) : X → Y , which minimizes

the expected risk:

f∗ = argmin
f∈H

E(x,y)∼Dte
I(y 6= f(x)) , (1)

where H is the hypothesis space, I(·) is the indicator function

which outputs 1 if the expression holds and 0 otherwise.

Assume the model f is composed of embedding function

φ(·) : R
D → R

d and linear classifier W ∈ R
d×K , i.e.,

f(x) = W⊤φ(x). We denote the k-th column of W as

wk ∈ R
d, i.e., W = [w1, . . . ,wK ], thus the output logits of

class k is w⊤
k φ(x). Generally, it can be optimized with cross-

entropy to gain the discrimination among known classes. A
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validation set Dval drawn from closed set distribution D can

be used to measure the closed-set performance.

3.2. OpenSet Recognition

Facing the emergence of open-set classes, the model

is still trained with Dtr = {(xi, yi)}
L

i=1. However, now

D̂te is filled with instances of novel categories, i.e., D̂te =
{(xi, yi)}

N

i=1, where yi ∈ Ŷ = {1, . . . ,K,K + 1} is the

associated class label. Note that class K + 1 is a group of

novel categories, which may contain more than one class.

Since there is no side-information in the training set, and

we are unable to decompose the novel class group into sub-

categories. An optimal open-set classifier minimizes the

expected risk [38]:

f̂∗ = argmin
f∈H

E(x,y)∼D̂te
I(y 6= f(x)) , (2)

Since D̂te is composed of known classes and open-set class.

The overall risk aims to classify known classes and meantime

detect the unknown categories as class K + 1. Traditional

classifiers predict the instance with highest posterior proba-

bility, i.e., ŷ = argmaxk=1,··· ,K w
⊤
k φ(x). However, since

the model has not seen instances from open-set, it always

predicts the lowest probability on class K + 1. As a result,

directly employing closed-set classifiers into open-set recog-

nition will predict all novel instances into known categories,

yielding unsatisfactory performance in open-set recognition.

Consequently, an intuitive way to adopt closed-set clas-

sifier for open-set recognition is thresholding [10]. Tak-

ing the max output probability as confidence score, i.e.,

conf = maxk=1,...,K w
⊤
k φ(x). It assumes the model is

more confident of closed-set instances than open-set. We

can extend closed-set classifier by:

ŷ =

{

argmax
k=1,··· ,K

w
⊤
k φ(x) conf > th

K + 1 otherwise
, (3)

where th is the threshold. However, due to the overcon-

fidence phenomena of deep neural networks, the output

confidence of known and unknown is both close to 1 [3].

As a result, tuning a threshold that well separates known

from unknown is hard and time-consuming. Furthermore,

since the relationship between known and unknown may be

different, the threshold in Eq. 3 relies on the essential simi-

larity between known and unknown, which differs in diverse

known-unknown compositions. To conclude, the closed-

set classifier should be equipped with an extra calibration

process to suit open-set recognition requirements.

4. Learning Placeholders for Open-Set Recog-

nition

Facing the difficulty of closed-set classifier calibration,

we need placeholders to prepare the closed-set model for

novel classes. The key idea of PROSER is to design place-

holders in two aspects, i.e., data placeholders that anticipate

novel classes, and classifier placeholders that separate known

from unknown. Learning data placeholders aims to mimic

the emergence of novel classes, and transform closed-set

training into open-set training. Reserving classifier place-

holders for novel classes seeks to augment the closed-set

classifier with dummy classifier, which adaptively outputs

the class-specific threshold to separate known and unknown.

4.1. Learning Classifier Placeholders

To handle the diverse compositions of known-unknown

categories, we need to extract invariant information from the

target and non-target classes. Reserving classifier placehold-

ers aims to arrange an extra dummy classifier and optimize

it to represent the threshold between known and unknown.

Assume we have the well-trained closed-set classifier; we

first augment the output layer with an extra dummy classifier:

f̂(x) = [W⊤φ(x), ŵ⊤φ(x)] . (4)

Note that the dummy classifier ŵ shares the same embedding

φ(·) with the closed-set classifier, and only create an extra

linear layer ŵ ∈ R
d×1. These augmented logits will then

pass the softmax layer to produce the posterior probability.

The definition of dummy classifier is to well separate known

and unknown, which is a dynamic threshold depend on in-

put x, acting as the classifier placeholder. To this aim, we

fine-tune the model and make the dummy classifier to output

the second-largest probability for known instances. Through

this way, the invariant information between known class

classifier and dummy classifier can be transferred into the de-

tection process. Since the current output is augmented with

dummy classifier, the classification loss can be expressed as:

l1 =
∑

(x,y)∈Dtr

ℓ(f̂(x), y) + βℓ(f̂(x) \ y,K + 1) , (5)

where ℓ can be cross-entropy or other loss. The first item

corresponds to optimizing the augmented output to match the

ground truth, and maintaining performance in the closed-set.

In the second term, f̂(x) \ y means removing the probability

of ground truth label, i.e., set the predicted probability of

ground-truth w
⊤
y φ(x) to 0. The second item matches the

masked-probability with class K + 1, forcing the dummy

classifier to output the second-largest probability. With the

help of Eq. 5, the model learns to both correctly classify

known instances and train the dummy classifier to place

between the target and non-target classes. Note that loss is

calculated with all training data Dtr, which does not need

novel class instances.

Effects of dummy classifiers: The explanation of Eq. 5

is shown in Figure 2(a). Eq. 5 creates a way to calibrate
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Figure 2. Illustration of proposed PROSER. The left figure corresponds to optimizing the classifier placeholders by Eq. 5 to output the

second-largest probability, thus place them between target and non-target classes. The right figure corresponds to anticipating novel class

patterns by manifold mixup as Eq. 7, which generates data placeholders near the manifold of the decision boundary, and pushing the decision

boundary much tighter.

the closed-set classifier, where the first item aims to push

the instance towards its corresponding cluster to maintain

correct classification. The second term seeks to relate the

instance with the dummy classifier in the center space, and

control the distance to the dummy classifier to be the second

nearest among all class centers. As a result, it seeks a trade-

off between correctly classifying closed-set instances and

reserving novel classes’ probability as the classifier place-

holder. In the training process, it learns to place between

target class and non-target classes. When faced with novel

classes, the prediction of dummy classifier would be high

since all known classes are non-target ones. As a result, it

acts as the instance-dependent threshold which can well fit

every known class.

Learning multiple dummy classifiers: As discussed in

Eq. 2, the K + 1 class may be composed of more than

one novel class. We can learn more dummy classifiers by

augmenting Ŵ ∈ R
d×C , where C corresponds to the num-

ber of dummy classifiers. Under such circumstance, Eq. 4

turns into augment f(x) with the highest dummy logit, i.e.,

f̂(x) = [W⊤φ(x), max
k=1,··· ,C

ŵ
⊤
k φ(x)], which only consid-

ers the nearest dummy classifier. With the help of multiple

dummy classifiers, the model would adaptively choose the

nearest dummy classifier to optimize. Learning multiple

classifier placeholders boosts the variety of dummy classi-

fiers from a united group into several scattered clusters. As

a result, it leads to smoother decision boundaries, which in

turn facilitates open-set recognition.

4.2. Learning Data Placeholders

The target of learning data placeholders is to change

closed-set training into open-set training. The synthesized

data placeholders should have two main characters, i.e., the

distribution of these instances seems novel, and the generat-

ing process should be quick. Traditional generative-based

open-set models tend to utilize powerful generative models

to mimic novel patterns [22, 26]. However, the distribution

of natural images is hard to modeling [36]. To this end, we

provide a simple yet effective way to anticipate novel class

instances without any extra time complexity.

Taking the above two characters into consideration, we

mimic novel patterns with manifold mixup [31]. Assume

the embedding module φ(·) of the model can be decom-

posed by the middle hidden layer: φ(x) = φpost(φpre(x)),
where φpre corresponds to the pre-layers before middle layer,

which maps input into the hidden representation. Corre-

spondingly, φpost maps the hidden representation into the

final embedding φ(x). We choose two instances from differ-

ent class, and mix them up at the middle layer:

x̃pre = λφpre(xi) + (1− λ)φpre(xj), yi 6= yj , (6)

where λ ∈ [0, 1] is sampled from Beta distribution.

The mixed x̃pre will then pass the later layers, yielding

φpost(x̃pre). Considering the interpolation between two dif-

ferent clusters are often regions of low-confidence predic-

tions [31], i.e., places of non-target classes. As a result, we

can treat the embedding φpost(x̃pre) as the embedding of

open-set classes, and train them as novel ones:

l2 =
∑

(xi,xj)∈Dtr

ℓ([W, ŵ]⊤φpost(x̃pre),K + 1)

x̃pre = λφpre(xi) + (1− λ)φpre(xj), yi 6= yj .

(7)

Note that we do not combine all possible pairs of (xi,xj)
in the whole dataset to form x̃pre. On the contrary, these

combinations are produced within mini-batches [39, 31], i.e.,

once we get the training batch of size B, another order of

instances can be derived by shuffling this mini-batch. We

then mask the pairs of the same class, and conduct manifold

mixup with the pairs from different classes. As a result, the

calculation complexity is of the same magnitude as vanilla

training and would not cost extra time.

Effects of data placeholders: It is obvious that Eq. 7 does

not consume extra time complexity, which generates novel

instances lying between the manifold of decision boundaries.

Besides, manifold mixup can better generate novel patterns
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in the improved embedding space leveraging interpolations

of deeper hidden representations, which better stands for the

novel distribution. The visualization of data placeholders is

shown in Figure 2(b), where the mixed instances push the

decision boundary in the embedding space towards the com-

position class yi and yj . With the help of data placeholders,

the embeddings of known classes would be much tighter,

leaving more place for novel classes.

Discussion about vanilla mixup: Vanilla mixup [39, 30]

aims to produce augmented instances with linear interpo-

lations between two known ones in the input space: x̃ =
λxi + (1− λ)xj . However, a fatal problem may occur that

mixed x̃ in the input space may situate near another class

yk between yi and yj , i.e., λxi + (1 − λ)xj ≈ xk. Since

we will treat mixed instances as class K + 1, optimizing

such x̃ harms the discriminability among closed-set classes

and semantic information of original inputs. On the contrary,

[31] proved that manifold mixup can move the decision

boundary away from the data in all directions, resulting in a

compact embedding space. Besides, since the features in the

input space are fixed, the generated novel patterns by vanilla

mixup are thus deterministic and cannot be optimized. By

contrast, the generated novel patterns can be optimized with

the embedding module φ(·).

4.3. Calibration and Guideline for Implementation

Previously, we talk about the elements in PROSER, and

how they are separately trained. We then discuss the com-

bination of these two parts and extra calibration tricks to

further improve the classifier.

Rethinking the overconfidence problem of closed-set

classifier, we should make dummy classifier output the

same magnitude logits as closed-set classifier. To fully ex-

plore the magnitude relationship between closed-set clas-

sifier W⊤φ(x) and dummy classifier ŵ
⊤φ(x), we con-

sider a further calibration step. With the help of val-

idation set Dval, we can calculate the highest logit of

known classes and dummy classifier. To calibrate them

into same magnitude, we calculate the difference of them:

max
k=1,··· ,K

w
⊤
k φ(x) − max

k=1,··· ,C
ŵ

⊤
k φ(x) , and divide it into

several equal intervals as bias. The calibrated logits is

[W⊤φ(x), ŵ⊤φ(x) + bias], we obtain the best bias by en-

suring 95% of validation data in Dval to be recognized as

known [29, 26]. As a result, the dummy logit will be further

calibrated to the same magnitude as closed-set classifiers

with bias tuning. Note that the bias tuning is conducted with

the validation set Dval drawn from the same distribution as

Dtr and with no access to the unknown dataset.

In the training process of PROSER , we first augment

the dummy classifiers with pretrained closed-set classifiers.

After that, we separate each batch into two equal parts, and

separately calculate l1 and l2 over corresponding parts. The

manifold mixup loss l2 is calculated by shuffling the mini-

Algorithm 1 Training PROSER for open-set recognition

Input: Closed-set classifier: f ; Dummy classifier number: C;

Closed-set training set: Dtr = {(xi, yi)}
L

i=1
;

Output: Open-set classifier: f̂ ; Calibration bias: bias;

1: Initialize Ŵ ∈ R
d×C as dummy classifier;

2: Augment the output of f with dummy classifier as Eq. 4;

3: repeat

4: Get a batch of training instance {(xi, yi)}
B

i=1
;

5: Separate the batch into two parts with equal size;

6: Calculate the dummy loss on the first part l1 ← Eq. 5;

7: Conduct manifold mixup on the second part, calculate mix

loss l2 ← Eq. 7;

8: Calculate the overall loss ltotal = l1 + γ ∗ l2;

9: Obtain derivative and update the model;

10: until reaches predefined epoches

11: Calibrate the output of dummy classifier over validation set by

ensuring 95% of validation data recognized as known;

batch and mixup instances of different classes, which takes

no extra time. After the training process, we utilize the

validation set to get the calibration bias. The guideline for

implementation is shown in Algorithm 1. The optimal bias

would be used to accumulate dummy classifier logits during

open-set testing.

5. Experiment

In this section, we compare PROSER on benchmark

datasets with state-of-the-art methods. We separately eval-

uate the performance of unknown detection and open-set

recognition tasks. Ablations show the model robustly tack-

les datasets with different complexity, and visualizations

indicate PROSER’s ability in adaptive threshold choosing.

5.1. Unknown Detection

Following the protocol defined in [22, 36, 26], we eval-

uate the performance of related methods. Several classes

are sampled from a multi-class dataset and the others are

viewed as open-set class [22]. We simulate the sampling

process over five trials [22], and report the mean results.

The commonly used metric i.e., average area under the

ROC curve (a.k.a AUC) evaluates the recognition perfor-

mance. Since real-world scenarios are complex, where ra-

tio of seen and unseen differs in diverse tasks, we utilize

openness∗ [26, 22, 27, 7] to represent the complexity of the

open-set task:

Openness = 1−

√

Ntrain

Ntest

, (8)

where Ntrain and Ntest corresponds to the number of

classes in training set and testing set. As we discussed in the

∗There are two similar definitions of openness, and we follow [22, 26].
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Table 1. Unknown detection performance in terms of the mean AUC. Results are averaged among five randomized trials. We report the full

table with standard deviation in the supplementary.

Methods SVHN CIFAR10 CIFAR+10 CIFAR+50 Tiny-ImageNet

Softmax 88.6 67.7 81.6 80.5 57.7

OpenMax [3] 89.4 69.5 81.7 79.6 57.6

G-OpenMax [6] 89.6 67.5 82.7 81.9 58.0

OSRCI [22] 91.0 69.9 83.8 82.7 58.6

C2AE [24] 89.2 71.1 81.0 80.3 58.1

GFROSR [26] 93.5 83.1 91.5 91.3 64.7

PROSER 94.3 89.1 96.0 95.3 69.3

Table 2. Closed-set accuracy between the plain CNN (closed-set

classifier) and PROSER. Although PROSER aims at learning place-

holders for novel classes, there is no significant degradation in

closed-set accuracy.

Methods SVHN CIFAR10 Tiny-ImageNet

Plain CNN 96.5 92.8 52.2

PROSER 96.4 92.6 52.1

preliminaries, Ntrain = K. We compare to other methods

on the following benchmark datasets:

• SVHN [23] and CIFAR10 [13]: There are total 10

classes in these datasets. SVHN contains street view

house numbers, and CIFAR10 contains images of ve-

hicles and animals. We randomly sample six classes

to be known and the other four classes to be open-set

classes. The openness of these tasks is 22.54%.

• CIFAR+10 [22] and CIFAR+50: To create a dataset

with higher openness, four classes from CIFAR10 is

sampled as known class. Besides, 10 and 50 classes are

sampled from CIFAR100 as open-set classes, yielding

CIFAR+10 and CIFAR+50. The openness for them are

46.55% and 72.78%, respectively.

• Tiny-ImageNet [15]: Tiny-ImageNet is a subset of

ImageNet [5] with 200 classes. We sample 20 classes

as known and the other 180 as open-set classes. The

openness is 68.37% for this dataset.

We compare to the SOTA methods, i.e., Softmax,

OpenMax [3], G-OpenMax [6], OSRCI [22], C2AE [24],

CROSR [36], GFROSR [26]: Softmax: utilizes the highest

softmax probability as the confidence score for detection;

OpenMax: replaces softmax layer with OpenMax and cal-

ibrates the confidence to predict novel class; G-OpenMax:

trains conditional GAN to generate open-set instances and

adopts OpenMax for recognition; OSRCI: generates in-

stances lying near the decision boundary; C2AE: uses class

conditioned auto-encoders with novel training and testing

MNIST Omniglot

MNIST-noise Noise

Figure 3. Dataset example of original MNIST, Omniglot, MNIST-

noise and Noise.

methodology; CROSR: utilizes the latent representation

learning for reconstruction, which enables robust unknown

detection; GFROSR: adopts self-supervision and augments

the input image to learn richer features to improve separation

between classes;

We adopt the same network backbone and dataset splits

as GFROSR [26]. Table 1 shows the performance of un-

known detection. We report the baseline performance

from [26, 36, 22]. From Table 1, we can infer that the

results on traditional digital number datasets SVHN are al-

most saturated, and little progress can be further achieved.

However, our proposed PROSER improves the recognition

ability on natural images by a substantial margin, i.e., in the

experiments on CIFAR10, we push forward 6% than SOTA

method GFROSR. We also improve the performance over

CIFAR+10, CIFAR+50, and Tiny-ImageNet by 4%. We

also provide the closed set accuracy in Table 2, which indi-

cates that learning PROSER does not sacrifice the model’s

discriminative ability in the closed-set classification.

5.2. OpenSet Recognition

The ultimate goal of open-set recognition is to not only

detect unseen classes, but also correctly classify known ones

with superior performance. In this section, we validate the

performance of our proposed PROSER with open-set recogni-

tion tasks. Following the protocol defined in [26], the models

are trained by all training instances of the original dataset.

While in the testing process, instances from another dataset

are augmented to the original test set as open-set classes.

In this setting, macro-averaged F1-scores over all known

classes and the augmented novel class is used to measure
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Table 3. Open-set recognition results on CIFAR10 with various outliers added to the test set as unknowns. The performance is evaluated by

macro F1 in 11 classes (10 known classes and unknown).

Methods ImageNet-crop ImageNet-resize LSUN-crop LSUN-resize

Softmax 63.9 65.3 64.2 64.7

OpenMax [3] 66.0 68.4 65.7 66.8

OSRCI [22] 63.6 63.5 65.0 64.8

LadderNet+Softmax [36] 64.0 64.6 64.4 64.7

LadderNet+OpenMax [36] 65.3 67.0 65.2 65.9

DHRNet+Softmax [36] 64.5 64.9 65.0 64.9

DHRNet+OpenMax [36] 65.5 67.5 65.6 66.4

CROSR [36] 72.1 73.5 72.0 74.9

GFROSR [26] 75.7 79.2 75.1 80.5

PROSER 84.9 82.4 86.7 85.6

Table 4. Open-set recognition on MNIST with various outliers

added to the test set as unknowns. We report macro F1 in 11 classes

(0–9 and unknown). The results are cited from [29].

Methods Omniglot MNIST-noise Noise

Softmax 59.5 64.1 82.9

OpenMax 68.0 72.0 82.6

CROSR 79.3 82.7 82.6

PROSER 86.2 87.4 88.2

the performance. Two benchmark datasets, i.e., MNIST and

CIFAR10 are used to simulate this setting.

We first consider MNIST, which is formed with digital

numbers between 0− 9. According to [36], we choose the

open-set classes from Omniglot [14], MNIST-noise, and

Noise. Omniglot is a dataset of alphabet characters, and

Noise is randomly generated by sampling each pixel between

[0, 1] from a uniform distribution. Superimposing MNIST

images over Noise yields the MNIST-noise dataset, which is

similar to the original MNIST. We show the dataset example

in Figure 3. We make the known-unknown ratio 1:1 by set-

ting the number of test examples from open-set to 10,000, the

same as the number of MNIST test set. We evaluate the per-

formance with macro F1 scores between ten known classes

and one unknown class. The results of open-set recognition

are shown in Table 4. It indicates that open-set recogni-

tion on Omniglot and MNIST-noise are more challenging

among the three datasets, since they have higher openness

than Noise. However, our proposed PROSER handles these

scenarios with the best performance.

We also conduct experiments with CIFAR10, which is a

dataset of vehicles and animals. We choose open-set classes

from ImageNet [5] and LSUN [37] according to [17]. LSUN

has a testing set of 10,000 images of 10 different scenes.

Since the image size of novel classes does not match CI-

FAR10, we design ImageNet-crop, ImageNet-resize, LSUN-

29.3 42.3 50.0 55.3 61.3
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Figure 4. Macro F1 against varying openness with different base-

lines for ablation analysis.

crop, and LSUN-resize to align input size. For ‘crop’

datasets, we crop the original image into 32*32, and we

resize the image into 32*32 for ‘resize’ datasets. Like the

experiments with MNIST, we set the size of novel instances

to 10,000, yielding known-unknown ratio 1:1. We evaluate

the performance with macro F1 scores between ten known

classes and one unknown class. The results concerning CI-

FAR10 are reported in Table 3. We can infer from Table 3

that PROSER can handle open-set classes from diverse inputs

and achieve better performance than SOTA methods.

5.3. Ablation study

In this section, we conduct an ablation study and ana-

lyze each part’s contribution with the CIFAR100 dataset.

CIFAR100 contains 100 classes, and we change the com-

position of known and unknown by varying openness in

Eq. 8. We randomly choose 15 out of 100 classes as

known, and switch the number of unknown classes between

{15, 30, 45, 60, 85}. The openness of these datasets is within

the limits of 29.29% and 61.28%. We evaluate the perfor-

mance by macro F1-scores over 15 known classes and un-

known. The results are shown in Figure 4.
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(a) Thresholding when Class 4 is novel (b) Thresholding when Class 5 is novel (c) PROSER when Class 4 is novel (d) PROSER when Class 5 is novel

Figure 5. Visualization on open-set recognition of MNIST, known classes are visualized by dots with different colors, and the unknown

classes are denoted by red cross/triangle. The shadow region represents the classification boundary of the model. Thresholding methods

define unknown space if confidence is below some threshold. As shown in (a) and (b), the unknown class (class 4 and class 5) may come

from diverse distributions and hard to be detected with a uniform threshold. It indicates a suitable threshold to detect open-set class 4 does

not suit novelty from class 5. While (c) and (d) show PROSER can bear the distribution change of novel classes with the help of adaptive

threshold choosing. Best viewed in color.

In the figure, ‘Plain CNN’ stands for thresholding soft-

max probabilities as Eq. 3. ‘Mixup’ stands for learning

data placeholders only, and ‘Dummy’ stands for learning

classifier placeholders only. The parameter C corresponds

to the dummy classifier number. The trend of all methods

with openness increasing declines, since the task becomes

more complex. We can infer from the figure that adopt-

ing manifold mixup and dummy classifiers both improves

the open-set recognition ability of plain CNN. The results

indicate that data placeholders and classifier placeholders

can both help calibration. Besides, learning more than one

dummy classifier improves performance than one, indicat-

ing the diversity of dummy classifier matters. Furthermore,

combining these two parts can further improve the perfor-

mance, which outperforms the others. Ablations validate

that placeholders help to calibrate the open-set classifier.

5.4. Visualization of Decision Boundaries

In this part, we visualize the learned decision boundaries

on the MNIST dataset. Instances are shown in 2D by learn-

ing embedding module φ(·) : RD → R
2, i.e., a linear layer

attached to the CNNs as embedding. We plot the compar-

ison between traditional threshold-based methods and our

PROSER in Figure 5. In each figure, four known classes

(in dots) and one open-set class (in red cross/triangle) are

visualized. A threshold-based method detects open-set class

by Eq. 3, and we tune a suitable threshold for novel class

4 in Figure 5(a). The same decision boundary (threshold)

is adopted in 5(b), where known classes are the same while

class 5 is the novel class. We can infer from Figure 5(a)

and 5(b) that the distribution of open-set classes differs,

where a well-defined threshold for novel class 4 is not suit-

able for novel class 5. As a result, it is impossible to acquire

an optimal threshold that well separates all kinds of unknown

classes from known ones.

For comparison, we show the decision boundaries of

PROSER in Figure 5(c), 5(d). With the help of data placehold-

ers and classifier placeholders, PROSER is able to acquire the

invariant information between target and non-target classes.

As a result, it learns to adaptively output the instance-specific

threshold, and bears the distribution change of novel classes

in the novel space. Figure 5 validates the effectiveness of

PROSER facing various kind of open-set classes.

6. Conclusion

In real-world applications, instances from unseen novel

classes may be fed to closed-set classifiers and be miss-

classified as known ones. Open-set recognition aims to

simultaneously classify known classes and detect unknown

ones. However, there are two main challenges in open-set

recognition, i.e., how to anticipating novel patterns and how

to compensate for the overconfidence phenomena. In this

paper, we propose PROSER to calibrate the closed-set clas-

sifiers in two aspects. On the one hand, PROSER efficiently

mimics the distribution of novel classes as data placeholders,

and transforms closed-set training into open-set training. On

the other hand, we augment the closed-set classifier with clas-

sifier placeholders, which adaptively separates the known

form unknown, and stands for the class-specific threshold.

The proposed PROSER efficiently generates novel class by

manifold mixup, and adaptively sets the value of reserved

open-set classifier. How to extend open-set recognition into

stream data scenarios, and utilize the detected novel patterns

are interesting future works.
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